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 Ready to enter the Augmented Reality universe?
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Introducing you

NOZOMI
Nozomi is the culmination of our team’s efforts, represented as 
the elegant, sophisticated cyborg heroine named Hinata in a 
godforsaken world. This CNFT project focuses on incorporating 
oriental Japanese culture with the daring antiques of cyberpunk 
excellence, merging both tradition and futurism into its theme, 
resulting in a tasteful juxtaposition. 

のぞみ, romanized as Nozomi, translates to the word “hope” in 
English. This closely ties in with our project’s theme of a heroine 
in a dark cyberpunk world. In a world of darkness, a small speckle 
of light represents humanity’s hope, and that is exactly what 
Hinata represents

“Quality, not quantity” acts as the driving force behind our team. 
This project focuses heavily on creating high quality 3D art with 
realistic details on the Cardano Blockchain. With this in mind, we 
are proud to announce that due to extra efforts by the tech team, 
the unique ability to view Hinata in her Augmented Reality form 
is designed to allow owners to bring their Hinata to their world 
and view it up close, a new innovation in Cardano. 
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Hinata
This is
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HER
story

and th i s  i s

Set in the cyberpunk society of Jipun, this CNFT
collection depicts the many lives of Hinata, a cyborg
girl who has existed to shield the residents of Yutopia
where only the nation’s most wealthy and powerful
citizens reside. Like Hinata, thousands of cyborgs
were built by the government to protect the
Yutopian residents from the rebellion started by the
outcast citizens of Jipun who live outside the
territories far away from the elite, in unimaginable
conditions. For decades, the rebels tried to fight for
equality with the Yutopians but to no avail. 

Initially Hinata was owned by the government,
But eventually her AI outgrew its programmed security.
Realizing the harsh reality,
She ran away.

Hinata’s soul remained unchanged throughout the
millennia, though components of her mechanical
anatomy have been constantly switched out with
new parts and various other upgradables throughout 

 the years. Darkness was ever the cover of scum and
monster. Hinata seized that cloak for herself, and 

 now   there's   something  new to  fear   in  the
shadows of neon-lit streets. She fights where

bright signs don't flash,  against monsters,
in hope to  to seek justice for those unfairly
treated. 
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Thousands of years have passed since
her rebirth in  this  undying prison of
flesh  and wire.  This CNFT collection
follows her through generations as
she swaps out her lives, parts, and 

identity. 

In a world where dark beings are
no longer required  to lurk,  this

cyber-enhanced  super soldier
is  — ironically — humanity's 

final bastion of hope.

Hinata's
journey
starts
here.
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Y O U R  N F T  C A N  N O W  

be next to you

NFT are just “pictures”. We are here to end this norm. 
Our Augmented Reality feature brings your NFT to the real 
world and views it up close; being in the same frame with 
your Hinata NFT and displaying it in front of you from the 

comfort of your mobile device. 
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YOUR VIEW PHONE VIEW
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The AR technology allows owners
to project their Hinata NFT in front
of them wherever they are. 

When projected, you can walk
towards your Hinata NFT to get a
close view and take it for a spin
with a 360-degree view. 

Your PFP NFT is no longer “legless”
anymore when viewed with our AR
feature. When projected, it stands
in front of you just like an actual
human. 

Explore more about our AR feature on 
Nozomi official website
https://nozomicnft.com/

Nozomi is truly all about 
bringing NFTs one step 
closer towards its 
owner.


